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1. What state begins with a wing and ends with mother?
2. What state begins with an exclamation and ends with a Roman two?
3. What state begins with mother and ends with a point of the compass?
4. What state begins with Noah's boat and ends with while?
5. What state begins with a psychoanalytical element and ends with an exclamation?

6. What state begins with to think (the hard way) and ends with a religious transgression?
7. What state begins with sick and ends with exist?
8. What state begins with from and ends with conscious?
9. What state begins with spoil and ends with a conjunction?
10. What state begins with a Turkish title and ends with the abbreviation of another state?

11. What state begins with Hindustan and ends with a literary collection?
12. What state begins with laundry and ends with a weight?
13. What state begins with a number and ends with to observe?
14. What state begins with raw metals and ends with atop of?
15. What state begins with a young lady and ends with an irrational number?

16. What state begins with all right and ends with mother?
17. What state begins with a Guido musical note and ends with an exclamation?
18. What state begins with a union and ends with a separation?
19. What state begins with an exclamation and ends with a moth?
20. What state begins with a tint and ends with a fuss?

Stumped? See Answers and Solutions at the end of this issue.